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About spaceEU
Space sciences are rich and powerful tools in science
education, as the excitement of space can open doors to
reach new audiences and engage young people in STEAM.
spaceEU project encourages young people to choose
careers in science and technology while also increasing
a sense of European and global citizenship. An exhibition
and a wide range of engagement programmes use the
excitement of space and the beauty of the Earth as seen
from above to convey thrilling stories about space science.

About this Guide
The educator's Guide to Engage Young People
with Space is an easy-to-use collection of suggestions
for space centred activities from an exhibition to a
complete engagement programme. These activities
encourage and support schools, youth centres,
museums, universities, NGOs and informal learning
spaces to bring together students, families, space
professionals, their communities and more to engage
them with the wonders of space. Particular care is
recommended in all actions to ensure diversity
of careers, backgrounds and demographics.

Engage with Space Toolkit has been prepared within
spaceEU project funded through the European Union's
Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research
and Innovation under grant agreement No. 821832

Our main target audiences are youth and families, with
a speciﬁc focus on girls and youth from underprivileged
communities, as well as professional stakeholders.
With the exhibition and the engagement
programmes we aim to:
•

Inspire young people with space topics
and encourage them to consider careers
in the space sector.

•

Celebrate the accomplishments of European
space science and demonstrate how European
society beneﬁts from the space sector.

•

Highlight past and present contributions
by women and minorities to the advancement
of the space ﬁeld and promote a diverse
and inclusive space sector.
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Introduction
Engaging New Audiences and Communities

Diversity and Inclusion

Creating an inclusive space community is a core goal
of spaceEU. All actions within the project shall be open
and accessible to everyone. In fact, outreach to new
audiences is one central aim. Before you start designing
and implementing your activities, please read the
spaceEU Gender and Equity Guidelines* and share
this information with your team and external partners.

spaceEU Gender and Equity Guidelines present
a comprehensive list of considerations that should
be part of your event design.

Communication and Documentation
Photo documentation and video documentation
of your actions involving the ‘Step into Space’
exhibition and other spaceEU engagement activities,
can be used for dissemination. Please consider
the European data protection laws (GDPR).
When working with minors, consent must
be requested from parents in a clear way.

· Carefully consider the setting of your event
and/or activity. Is your venue accessible
to wheelchair and service animals?
Does your audio and sound setting allow
for all to participate in the discussion?
· We want participants to see themselves
represented in the space community,
so when building your programme, consider
the composition of your experts (speakers)
pool: is it gender-balanced? Does it present
individuals from different backgrounds?
· Be reminded of the importance of involving
underserved minorities in discussions.
Make a special effort to ensure equitable
participation in the activity.

*spaceEU Gender and Equity Guidelines
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Exhibition
Exhibition Content, Narrative and Scheme
Step into Space exhibition looks into how space exploration
has been an intrinsic part of our lives, contributing to new
technologies used here on Earth, assists us in thinking
about how to protect our planet, and inspires us to think
outside the box and to cooperate. Step into Space brings
together space sciences and art to inspire young people
and their families.
It consists of three ﬂexible modules that can be rearranged.
The architectural design allows you to adjust the exhibition
to your needs, space and content. In the Instructions, you
can ﬁnd a detailed shopping and equipment list, graphic
templates and detailed handbook about how to build your
local exhibition.
We encourage you to invite and collaborate with local
artists, schools or creative hubs, to co-create the exhibition
modules, making it more inclusive or providing insight
on how to reach the community and stakeholders.

Step by Step – Exhibition Instructions
· Detailed module description · Exhibition Production · Graphic Design
· Make it your local exhibition · Architecture and Tech Equipment
· Text and Translation · Project Management
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Exhibition

step into space · module 1
Introduction and What we Made from Space
The ﬁrst module presents the Step into Space theme,
the concept behind the ladder architecture as well
as the exhibition credits. The backside of the ladder
highlights the impact of space research in daily life
on Earth, by emphasizing innovations that space
science has developed, and space careers.

Open Space Lab

©_Liselotte Rambonnet

The Open Space Lab is at the center of the exhibition.
It is a table for interaction and engagement inviting
visitors to explore the exhibition through a game.
On the table, there is a minimum of six mission game
cards, and a ‘Space Agent Pass’. For each mission
accomplished the participant gets a stamp in their pass.
With three stamps the visitor becomes a ‘Space Cadet’
and with six stamps a ‘Space Captain’. Participants
will have to look for answers directly in the exhibition
texts and images.
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Module two presents the observations that space
science provides, with a focus on climate change.
It aims to highlight publicly available data from ESA,
and provides a pathways for visitors to get involved
in tackling climate change.

©_Fridays For Future

Through the Lens of Space

©_Hugo Rodrigues

step into space · module 2
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Exhibition
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Exhibition

A creative space
The Creative Space module represents space as a
source of inspiration. Visitors are invited to participate
in the ‘Open Space Lab’, to explore their own creativity
and leave their artwork behind. In each engagement
node, the exhibition will evolve as visitors engage with it.

©_Blue Moon

step into space · module 3

A touch of home · print
Earth seen from space · instalation
by We Colonised The Moon

Blue Moon · short ﬁlm

©_Eva Rust

Here is an overview of artists we worked with for the
Creative Space Module. Feel free to get in touch with them.

by Blue Moon Collective

Chimponauts and Astrocats · zine and poster
by Eva Rust

Noodle Feet · prints and robot

Afronauts · short ﬁlm

by Nuotama Bodomo
For this artwork an individual agreement has to be negotiated

©_Blue Moon

by Sarah Petkus

Engagement Programme:
spaceEU Activities
Together with Step into Space exhibition, a set of
educational activities and outreach events will be
implemented in ten European countries: Austria,
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Spain.

©_Robert Bauernhansl
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The formats aim to reach the following target groups:
Children and Youth
Space in the Classroom
space4youth
space4youth Open Call

©_Mark Stedman

Through STEAM approaches and a special focus
on girls and underserved communities, spaceEU’s
educational activities engage citizens with space
science and careers.

spaceEU guidelines

• Ensure a diversity of careers, gender, backgrounds,
and demographics are presented to participants.
• Aim to reach new audiences, developing an active outreach
to underprivileged communities.

©_Robert Bauernhansl

General Public
Space Café
Citizen Space Debate
Space Unconference
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Engagement Programme Children and Youth

Engagement Programme Children and Youth

Children and Youth

Space in the Classroom

Space in the Classroom
space4youth
space4youth Open Call

Workshops or open talks in schools carried out by
artists, researchers and industry specialists working
in the space sector. The workshops and talks introduce
space science and careers through direct contact with
role models; they also contribute to disseminate the
European space ﬁeld and daily-life applications
of space technology.

Goals and objectives

• Motivate students to pursue space-related careers
through meeting professionals to whom they can relate;
• Introduce space science and careers to youth;
• Communicate and celebrate the accomplishments of European
space science, technology and innovation and demonstrate
how European society benefits from the space sector;
• Highlight present contributions by women and minorities
to the advancement of the space field and promote a diverse
and inclusive space sector.

At a glance

1 – 3 classes (max. 40 people)
1 – 2h in-class
Low cost
6 - 19 years old
Primary, Middle and Secondary School
Interactive lecture, Fun activity, Informal, Reflexive practice (blogs, journals)
1 Coordinator; 1 School teacher; 2 - 5 experts
Computer + projector + workshop material (if required by expert)
Classroom or school auditorium
No
No public promotion necessary

Space in the Classroom Guidelines • Space in the Classroom Step by Step
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Engagement Programme Children and Youth

Engagement Programme Children and Youth

space4youth

space4youth open call

space4youth is a peer-to-peer event format to
introduce space topics to a young community.
In a co-design session, participants learn how to teach
others, gain conﬁdence in presenting and start sharing
their own knowledge and skills with their peers.

an event format where the youth audience can change
their role from a visitor to a maker, artist, lecturer or
presenter. The ideas submitted in the space4youth open
call will become part of a programme. Youth have the
opportunity to present their interests and perspectives
in a stage to become visible and heard.

The activity has two parts

• Co-design: forming a group, finding a topic, learning how
to teach and share skills.
• Event: implementing the developed event with peers.

Goals and objectives

• Engage students, especially underprivileged youth and girls,
with space-related topics, building connections between
their own interests and space;
• Peer-to-peer learning, teaching and skill-sharing;
• Build confidence, self-efficacy and decision making;
• Improve teamwork and collaboration skills.

Goals and objectives

• Give a stage and visibility to youth, in particular underprivileged
youth and girls, in a peer-to-peer event;
• Encouraging young people to engage with space topics and think
about the space science related topics they really care about;
• Learn to express ideas, shape content towards their own interests,
and show them on paper;
• Convey confidence to youth, in special, underprivileged youth and girls.

At a glance

Scalable;
2 - 5 months (advertising the call on line) + co-design + event implementation;
Low cost;
12 - 19 years old;
Middle and Secondary School;
Peer-to-peer; Fun activity; Informal/field trip related; Reflexive practice;
1 Coordinator; 1 space4youth Open Call Advisor;
Online or e-mail application form + co-design + event;
Online + room for co-design session + place for the event;
Optional for the co-design and event sessions;
Extensive promotion (social media, local youth organizations and schools).

> 20
Co-design: 6h • Event: depending on the outcome of co-design session.
Low cost
12 - 19 years old
Middle and Secondary School
Peer to peer; Fun activity; Informal; Reflexive practice
1 Coordinator; 1 Moderator; 1 partner coordinator, participants
Post its, white board or large paper to write on, markers.
Computer + projector, other workshop materials as required
Workshop/event space in formal or informal organizations such as schools,
science or youth centers.
Snacks and Drinks (optional)
Aim to reach new audiences with actively outreach
to underprivileged communities.

Space4youth Guidelines • Space4youth Step by Step

Space4youth open call Guidelines • Space4youth open call Step by Step

At a glance
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Engagement Programme General Public

Engagement Programme General Public

Stakeholders and General Public

Citizen Space Debate

spaceEU engagement activities will also promote
a dialogue between space stakeholders and young
people, parents and society-at-large through
three participatory formats:
Citizen Space Debate
Space Unconference
Space Café

an informal gathering of citizens, space stakeholders,
entrepreneurs, business people and general public
to know people’s opinion on space-related issues,
in order to provide guidelines for space institutions
or decision-makers.

Goals and objectives

• Bring citizens closer to space science research and encourage
them to know more about space;
• Know citizens opinion about one or several space-related topic;
• Foster dialogue and trust between experts and the public.

©_Universum Bremen

At a glance

Citizens interested in space. Different stakeholders.
People with different backgrounds, ages, gender and points of view.
50 - 200
3-4h
6 months
+ 14. In particular, adults
1 Coordinator; 1 moderator/group; 1 rapporteur/group; 1 IT assistant.
Microphone. Pens and paper. Computer + projector + beamer (if needed).
Room large enough to install tables and seats for the number of participants
decided.
Lunch to all participants; refreshments on the tables.
Use all our and yours activity partners communication channels - Social
networking, posters and leaflet distribution, press releases, newsletters.

Space in the Classroom Guidelines • Space in the Classroom Step by Step
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Engagement Programme General Public

Engagement Programme General Public

Space Unconference

Space Café

an informal gathering of researchers, specialists
from the space sector, university participants
and school teachers or general public interested
in Space, where participants co-create the
programme of the conference as it goes along,
in the form of talks, debates and practical sessions.
In an Unconference all participants can be speakers.

a variation of a Science Café – a short, engaging,
enlightening and informal talk in which one or two
experts present topics of current research, innovation,
policy or space-related design, followed by informal
discussion with a small audience, in a relaxed
atmosphere and over a drink (coffee, tea, refreshments).

Goals and objectives
Goals and objectives

• Citizens mobilisation to contribute to science and research
with their real needs, expectations and ideas;
• Innovative and effective way of transferring knowledge
with a positive impact both on research and on civil society.

At a glance

Citizens interested in space. Different stakeholders.
People with different backgrounds, ages, gender and points of view.
50 - 200
3-4h
6 months
+ 14. In particular, adults
1 Coordinator; 1 moderator/group; 1 rapporteur/group; 1 IT assistant.
Microphone. Pens and paper. Computer + projector + beamer (if needed).
Room large enough to install tables and seats for the number
of participants decided.
Lunch to all participants; refreshments on the tables.
Use all our and ours activity partners communication channels - Social
networking, posters and leaflet distribution, press releases, newsletters.

Space Unconference Guidelines • Space Unconference Step by Step

• Enable a dialogue between citizens, experts and stakeholders
with possible different points of view.
• Promote participant awareness of different points of view
on the same subject;
• Foster dialogue and trust;
• Contact networks between different stakeholders;
Optional: Set of recommendations obtained;
Short report on the citizen’s thoughts about the debate.

At a glance

Citizens interested in space. Different stakeholders.
People with different backgrounds, ages, gender and points of view.
50 - 200
3-4h
6 months
+ 14. In particular, adults
1 Coordinator; 1 moderator/group; 1 rapporteur/group; 1 IT assistant.
Microphone. Pens and paper. Computer + projector + beamer (if needed).
Room large enough to install tables and seats for the number
of participants decided.
Lunch to all participants; refreshments on the tables.
Use all our and ours activity partners communication channels - Social
networking, posters and leaflet distribution, press releases, newsletters.

Space Café Guidelines • Space Café Step by Step
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Intellectual Property:
Ownership of Exhibition
All contents relating to the spaceEU exhibition
‘Step into Space’ and educational program
‘spaceEU Activities’ developed by the parties under
the terms of the spaceEU agreement shall be jointly
owned by the spaceEU consortium, unless otherwise
stated. Utilization of any Joint Ideas/ Deliverable beyond
the scope of this toolkit shall be negotiated reasonably
and in good faith by the parties here to and shall be
subject of a separate written agreement.

©_Universum Bremen

Utilization by parties themselves beyond the time
scope of the project is allowed. Utilization by parties
for commercial contexts shall be negotiated
separately in a written agreement.

spaceEU
Consortium

Leiden University, The Netherlands
Ars Electronica, Austria
Ciência Viva, Portugal
Ecsite, Belgium
Ellinogermaniki Agogi, Greece
European Schoolnet, Belgium
TCD & Science Gallery Dublin, Ireland

Other Nodes

Cité de l'espace, France
New Space Foundation, Poland
Parque de las Ciencias, Spain
Science In, Czech Republic
Universum Bremen, Germany

PROJECT COORDINATOR

Pedro Russo · Leiden University
PROJECT MANAGER

Suzana Filipecki Martins · Leiden University
ENGAGE WITH SPACE TOOLKIT EDITOR

spaceEu consortium

ENGAGE WITH SPACE TOOLKIT AUTHORS

Laura Welzenbach · Ars Eletronica
Adelina Machado, Ana Alves, Ana Noronha,
João Dias, Pedro Coimbra · Ciência Viva
ENGAGE WITH SPACE TOOLKIT COLLABORATORS

Amilton Moreira, Gonçalo Praça · Ciência Viva
ENGAGE WITH SPACE TOOLKIT DESIGN

Bruno Delgado · Ciência Viva
Aneta Margraf-Druc · Leiden University/Science Now

This Toolkit was produced with funding from
the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Programme
under grant agreement nº 821832.
This output reﬂects the views only of the author(s),
and the European Union cannot be held responsible for any
uses which may be made of the information contained therein.

spaceEU
http://www.space-eu.org/
https://twitter.com/spaceEUorg
https://www.facebook.com/spaceEUorg/
https://www.instagram.com/spaceeuorg/
https://www.youtube.com/space-eu

